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“Endeavoring to keep the unity of the Spirit [unite my heart in worship] in the bond of peace”

Ephesians 4:3

MOVING FROM CONFORMED TO BEING TRANSFORMED
Romans 12:1-2 declares, “I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, that ye present
your bodies a living sacrifice [life-giving surrender], holy, acceptable unto God, which is your reasonable service [worship]. And be not conformed to this world: but be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind, that ye may prove what is that good [beneficial], and acceptable [tailor-made],
and perfect [complete] will of God. This word “conformed” in the Greek language means to fashion
into the same pattern; a figure of the external condition. You become a product of your environment
instead of becoming profitable through transformation. In Greek, transformed means metamorphose, like a caterpillar changes to a butterfly. Nothing stays the same: the shape, texture, color,
even the mode of transportation. The kingdom of God is accessible to us, as we become more and
more adaptable to the divine portrait. The Spirit of God posed this question, “How does an ice cube
get under a closed door?” When it turns to H2O it can flow under that door unhindered.
JOINTLY FORMED TO SERVE AS JOINT HEIRS
Not all definitions for the word, “conformed” are equal; That Greek word in Romans 8:29 is “to be
conformed into the image of his Son” is translated as “jointly formed”. Both parties have a distinct
part in the transaction: Jesus and you. The end result, you receive training to serve as the first-born
who receives the double portion in the earth by the first-born of many brethren. Please know we are
occupying that position in the earth only until Jesus Christ returns. Therefore, we are not acting
independently. Neither are we dethroning the Lord. This is an unified operation. A kingdom divided
against itself will fall. In other words, we are activating Isaiah 40:31. “But they that wait upon the
Lord shall renew their strength, they shall mount up with wings as an eagle, they shall run and not
be weary, they shall walk and not faint.” That word “wait” does not mean to hope or expect, but is
the only Old Testament reference that means to bind together. This binding can be described as a
waiter/waitress and guest relationship in a fine restaurant. The server is focused on discerning the
moves of his/her guest to ensure there is nothing missing, lacking, or broken in the line of service.
In other words—establishing a seamless connection where every joint supplies. Ephesians 4:4-6,
“There is one body, and one Spirit, even as ye are called in one hope of your calling; One Lord, one
faith, one baptism, One God and Father of all, who is above all, and through all, in you all.”
OPERATING WITHOUT BREACH
I believe God has designed great plans for each person. If we are given something great and still
have an undeveloped or underdeveloped soul, we will reduce it to measure our small soul. That’s
why, wherever you want to go in life that your soul must get there first. “Be faithful in the small
things,” as referenced in Luke 16:10-12. See the small thing to the end and don’t drop the ball.
Webster’s 1828 dictionary defines faithful to mean conformable to truth. Every time you could potentially procrastinate, ignore, neglect, or even attempt to surrender the small thing, you don’t even
consider it as a choice. Instead, you respect the impending reality of ruling the true riches in the
kingdom of God and then align yourself with the truth which requires a strong defense at all times.
You secure an unbroken hedge around the small thing, to ensure a wedge does not prevent it from
being fruitful, multiplying, and replenishing the earth. You exercise the blood, the Word, and the
name of Jesus to keep broken down the onslaughts of the enemy and anticipate the glory of God to
put all things together. Maintain divine order, balance, wholeness, fullness, overflow, then excess.
HAVING DONE ALL TO STAND, STAND PERPENDICULAR
Jesus Christ has become the cornerstone that the builders rejected. This cornerstone is the first rock
set that serves as the plumb line of what is being built. The Cornerstone never once changes. Anything added to it must reposition itself for a perfect fit. When a new brick is placed, it is aligned to
stand perpendicular. During construction, one can lose strength or animation and even grow weak,
faint, or heavy. Psalm 68:9 promises that God confirms his inheritance when it is grows weary so
the project finishes. God knows how to refresh you to recover strength and repair unity. Read John
6:27-41 in the Message it draws an indelible picture of Jesus on duty aligning us to himself. “Unless
the Lord builds a house, the builders’ work is useless...” Psalm 127:1 (The Living Bible)
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Thought for Transformation

Small is not bad and it does
not mean ineffective. The
clear advantage is that you
don’t need a whole lot of
room to maneuver in a tight
spot. You can remain very
inconspicuous to the enemy.
He always thinks you are too
insignificant to spoil his
diabolical operations. I
Corinthians 1:27,28. “God
has chosen the foolish
things,... weak things,... and
base things,... and the
despised… and things which
are not, to bring to nought
things that are:”
Spirit is King, Soul Serves

“The law of the Lord is

perfect, converting the soul,”
Psalm 19:7. In Hebrew
converting means retreating
to the starting point. God’s
flawless direction takes your
soul to the highest place
where it can serve the spirit
man under the direction of
the Holy Spirit. In that
position, it can prosper as III
John 2 says: to succeed in
reaching your divine purpose
and plan. Prosperity of the
spirit-soul relationship is
dependent on the Word of
God to make a clean cut, not
a tear. Hebrew 4:12 in The
Amplified Bible says, “The
Word of God can penetrate to
the dividing line of the soul
and spirit.” It separates what
is spirit and what is soul.
Then you will spiritually
understand God’s voice and
your voice. From then, it will
be easier to be led, live, and
walk in [keep up with] the
Spirit honorably.

